There are many of our customers and potential customers who do not know how to interpret our
Availability. Don't worry if you are - it's a learning process.

The very first column from the left is the Latin Name & the very last one on the right is the Common Name
(obvious). Please always give us a Latin name. We don't care how badly you butcher the Latin names.

The second from left is whether we carry picture tags for the plants. If we do, there is a Y in the column.
Picture tags are sold in sets of 25 at $3.00 per set for DP50's and DP72's (yes, you will have 3 extra if you are
growing on DP72's - it's 36 cents difference, but allows for that customer who let's their kids steal the tags,
or Grandmama who wants to read more about it later, and can't take a picture with her flip phone - you know
what I mean - it's only 36 cents!). If we sell a plant in a CP32, we sell them in a set of 32 for $3.84.

The next column from the left is what Size we are growing the plant in. DP50's have 50 plants per flat, and
the root cell is 2x2x4.5", DP72's hold 72 plants, and each root cell is 1.5x1.5x3". CP50's have 50 plants and

the root cell is 2x2x2". CP32's have 32 plants per flat and the root cell is 2.5x2.5x3".

We can custom grow in a DP50 or DP72, however the minimum qty for a custom grow is 1000 plants of the
same genus & species, may require a 30% non-refundable deposit, and lead time to make it happen. We are
growers - not manufacturers, so we do not "make more plants" we "grow more plants" and that takes time.
If you want a specific eco-type, if you can provide the seed, we will grow it.

We do not grow larger than these sizes, but can refer you to multiple growers who may have the plants in
larger sizes or will custom grow our plants as well. You have a choice between a large grower or a smaller
one. I have a list based on where the plants will be shipped or what state the grower is in - simply ask!

The Price Each column is to provide you with information of how much each plug/liner is going to cost you.
We only sell full flats, but for buyers this is helpful.

NOW Qty Flats
These are the flats that have been grown and are ready to ship. They can be ordered for any ship date.

Future Avail: This is the next availability date. If there are none left in NOW, then this is the first possible
date you can order them for.

YOU CAN PRE-PURCHASE THESE PLANTS and we encourage you to do so. They often sell out, before
their availability date.

Sometimes you may see sold out in this column. We do not know when the next crop will be available, but

there will be one. If it says 2020 it should be obvious that we have sold out of every potential crop for 2019,
unless we receive an order cancellation along the way.

Next Future Avail: This is the next availability date after the green one. We are letting you know we intend
to continue to have an additional crop.

YOU CAN PRE-PURCHASE FROM THE 2ND FUTURE AVAILABILITY DATE.

Sometimes we may have future crops, but until the NOW and Future Avail are sold out, we are not going to
post an additional future date.

With the example of the first plant on the Availability above, If you want them next week or prior to April
15th, they come out of NOW. If you want plants for April 29th, we take them from the middle column. If you
want them for June, we take them off of the May 13 date. We do this to best represent what crop you will be
getting and to leave as many in NOW for last minute orders.

That's it. I hope that helps some of you better understand how our Availability is set up. If you have any
questions, please ask. We are here to help you.

